August 2022

2022 Rebel Nationals – The Awosting Boathouse (Greenwood Lake)

ebel Rabble
2022 is half way to a close, and the Rebel Nationals are completed!
After the wait of 3 years the trip to New Jersey is in the past, and the results are in. Thanks to all the folks at Greenwood Lake (Awosting Yacht
Squadron) in NJ that made it happen, and to all of our competitors that
travelled to the event. In all there were 13 competitors, plenty of food,
and we even managed to get in some racing! This edition of the Rabble
will recap the 2022 Nationals by day as well as cover the results.

In this edition:

2022 Nationals –Results

- 2022 Nationals Results (page 2)
- 2022 Nationals Recapped (pages 3-11)
- 2022 Nationals—pictures and awards (pages 12-19)
- 2022 Fall Sailing Schedule (page 20)
- For Sale Information (page 22)
- Association information (page 23)
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The 2022 Nationals—Recapped from a participant perspective:

We left Fenton, MI around 5:20 PM (Tuesday—Jul 12th). Time was of
the essence to avoid some pending highway closures in MI, which we successfully avoided. The trip was smooth over the night, and we rested that
night just after entering Pennsylvania. Wednesday (13th), we continued on.
The roads were a little less smooth and there were a few traffic delays in
PA. But the trip returned to a smooth ride entering New Jersey. We arrived
at our hotel and checked in without issue, then drove to the Awosting Boat
House to check in for the Nationals.
Upon arrival we were greeted by friends from NJ whom we had not
seen for some time. There was the minor awkward moments as people on
both sides struggled for names. But that resolved itself as usual and we began the process of assembling the boats. And cool beverages were offered,
representing the awesome hospitality in NJ as always. The NJ folks were
well organized, my one sail needing measurement was dropped by the
measuring folks, and it was returned to my boat post-measurement. As always, the sail was within specifications, no issues. (Kudos to our sail makers!). Upon completing assembly the task of launching the boats and mooring was equally easy, as NJ provided a tow-boat to take the boats just south
of the boathouse to be moored at the neighbors’ docks. The weather was
great, and the water smooth, so this took only minutes. As promised, the
next activity was a pizza dinner. My crew commented on how good the pizza was, to which I could only add “umm…..” with my mouth full and shake
my head in agreement.
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The 2022 Nationals—Day 2 (July 14th—First day of sailing)
Competitors gathered slowly and watched the wind…. And most
commented there was hope for more wind. As time went by the wind did
pick up a little at a time, covering most of the lake, predominately from a
northern direction. Approximately 9AM there was a skippers’ meeting held
to cover the courses and any local rules. We would be sailing the Awosting
“standard” courses, as dictated by the flags and “arrows” mounted on the
side of the Awosting Boathouse. Probably the most evident difference that
competitors needed to understand was the start/finish line. There were
fixed marks which formed the line, however being “fixed” this meant the
line was not necessarily “square” the wind or course leg presenting some
new challenges for some outside attendees. Later in the day, there were
some port/starboard “incidents” directly and/or indirectly associated with
the position of the line (more on that later). The other note was an unlikely
obstacle known as the “ducks”. This was a private water park to the south
of the club, but these ducks were large inflatables and the layout of the
park protruded into to lake by a significant distance. The “ducks” would
prove to play a minor role in some race finishes also, as the ducks had to be
avoided and there were markers to which competitors needed to stay to
the outside (lake-side).
Also the first day provided the bulk of the wind, and accordingly constituted the bulk of the sailing. That was not necessarily “known” at the
time, but the predictions were for declining winds over the 3 days (and so it
was as the days progressed). On Thursday, 3 races were scheduled, but given the future predictions, a 4th race was added as allowed per the rules.
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The 2022 Nationals—Day 2 (July 14th) continued:

The 2022 Nationals—Day 2 (July 14th) continued:

Race 1 began without incident, and was effectively twice about the
triangle course to port. The course started to the north, mostly upwind,
then gave way to a reach and long down wind. The start was congested at
the port end, as the line was difficult to cross on the starboard tack given
the wind direction. After all of the racing and mark rounding, Dave Nickels
won race #1 convincingly. This set the theme for the remainder of day one.

Race 2 was shorter, sailing just a single triangle. As previously stated,
the tone had been set and Dave Nickels won race #2 also. However, consistency for low points was only with Rebel #4176 (Dave) as the rest of the
fleet was somewhat jumbled, and so aside from first place the rest of the
points were spread out after 2 races. Race 2 was followed by a great sandwich lunch, and to my knowledge no one went hungry, as there was plenty
of great food for all. The sandwich lunch was indeed a theme also, but the
sandwiches were varied day to day, and everyone marveled at the quality
of the breads, meats, and cheeses each day. Again, kudos! To the lunch
crew and the caterers.

Race #1—
before the
start:

The line (as
viewed from
the Boathouse) cannot
really be
“crossed” on
starboard tack,
prompting
most competitors to favor
the port tack
and port end
of the line.

Starting
Line
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Race 3 began shortly after lunch. Race 3 was most interesting for a
couple of reasons; a) the wind and start line again did not totally align and
caused a minor incident as one boat realizing they were going to be
“early” (over the line, or “on course side”) attempted to go behind me, but
was unable to do so causing some minor contact (but no damages). The
other item of interest: b) was this race was known as the “Long Race” to
the North, meaning the windward mark was not able to be seen from the
start. The windward mark was near or maybe across the New York state
line, up toward the home of baseball legend Derek Jeeter (a fun fact). But
this made the race interesting because it took the lead boats a great while
to locate and identify the mark. This is depicted by the following picture:
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Race #3— after the start:

The 2022 Nationals—Day 2 (July 14th) concluded:

As viewed from the drone following high above the competitors—
The “red” is the “target” destination area for the weather mark.
Additional drone footage posted at: https://www.awostingyachtsquadron.com/2022-nationals-1

As sailboat racing goes, it is not completely unusual to not be able to
physically “see” the destination as a leg of the course is entered. But for
Rebel sailors coming from smaller lakes this is can be a bit intimidating. For
most Rebel sailors, this distance would take us “off our lake” and possibly
into the next county (LOL). A motor boat leading toward the destination is
sometimes used to lead competitors, but this was not the case in race #3.
The destination was eventually found by the leaders, but not easily was
the information I had heard. Since I was not one of the leaders at the time,
I trusted the leaders and followed. And this was the only race not won by
Dave Nickels on the first day (but he finished 2nd in the race).
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Race 4 was again, the triangle course, twice around. As previously
stated, the tone had been set and Dave Nickels won race #4 also. However,
Keith Councel (winner of Race #3) finished 2nd and began to solidify his
2nd place standing. The rest of us had mixed results in races 3 and 4, and
so the standings were clear after day 1 of sailing; Dave Nickels was firmly
entrenched as #1, Keith Councel a solid 2nd and the rest somewhat up for
grabs after the first day.
The night time activity was our first excursion to the new banquet
facility at Awosting. And I might add, this facility was second to none with
respect to any of our Rebel fleet clubhouses. To start with, while the boathouse still offers the classic “Port-o-potty” facilities…. The banquet center
has first class amenities, accommodating multiple people with running water, etc. (LOL). But more important, was the air-conditioning! After a day on
the water, and somewhat hot and humid conditions, to be able to move into the air-conditioning is a step above any of our clubhouses at our other
fleets to date. And having a full bar set up, and multiple tables, etc. it was
the perfect venue for the evening meal and to conduct the Rebel class
meetings in comfort. Having to wait to sail at Awosting (due to COVID) did
ensure the facility was completed, and it was well worth the wait! Also included was a ping pong table to which I was challenged…. Things started
badly for me against Scott Wright, but in the end I managed to pull out the
win. It is safe to say that we all won that evening with a great meal and the
fellowship enjoyed in the new banquet hall.
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2022 Nationals –Day 3 (July 15th, 2nd day of sailing)

2022 Nationals –Day 3 (July 15th) concluded:

As expected, the wind was a bit lighter and continued to get
lighter over the course of the day. Race #5 commenced approximately 10 AM. The wind was again mostly northerly, and for the
first time Dave Nickels had difficulty at the start rendering everyone an opportunity to capitalize and cut into the lead for first
place. At least that was what we had thought. Over the course of
the race, the lead changed several times, and in the end I was able
to eek out the victory over Keith Councel (finishing overlapped).
However, during all of the lead changing over the course of 2 laps,
Dave Nickels had managed to climb from the last 3, to the top 3,
and so he finished 3rd (to everyone else’s dismay).

With no further racing possible, most sought ways to pass the
time until dinner. Myself and my crew drove back to some of the
small shops at Ringwood for a couple of hours, and purchased
some souvenirs and snacks. Then we enjoyed the hospitality of Jeff
Schuchardt and his family until dinner time.
Dinner again was wonderful at the new banquet facility and
this time was followed by a raffle. Many great prizes were awarded,
including a whisker pole provided by Dave Nickels. The pole was a
hot-ticket sought by several. Some of us thought we should have
donated a second whisker pole (off of Dave’s boat a day earlier…
LOL).

The 6th race, and what proved to be the final race, started
soon afterward. Again the lead changed a few times in race #6. But
in the final leg, with the wind beginning to seriously diminish, I had
thought that I was in the lead, only to fall to 6th place in the final
250 yards to the finish getting passed to both sides. Keith Councel
won the race, and though this was Dave Nickels worst race (4th
place), the lead was insurmountable by this point. No further racing was possible after lunch due to the rules stating that the regatta can be only “1 race ahead” of schedule. But the winds had
also declined such that no further races were even possible.
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2022 Nationals –Day 4 (July 16th)
Unfortunately the wind followed the weather predictions and
was nearly non-existent the last day (Saturday). It was “somer
breeze”… Som-er here and som-er there… but nothing that would
cover the lake continuously or move the wind meter off of “zero”
for more than a brief minute or two. Eventually around 11:30 the
racing was officially cancelled and lunch ensued. Following lunch
was the presentation of trophies led by our Commodore—Mary
Reif.

Images from the 2022
Rebel Nationals:
Arrival—the tow to the
mooring.

View of the fleet
from the leader
(D. Nickels)

Probably the most excitement of the last day was after trophy
presentations, as while some of the boats were being pulled out of
the water to pack up, a small storm kicked up. But like the morning
breeze, even the storm lasted only minutes, then the sun returned.
And so, the 2022 Nationals are in the history books as far as the
standings. I thought a little bit of commentary might help to preserve the regatta in other tangible ways.
Sincerely,
Kevin Nickels, Rabble Editor

Walkway to the
new Awosting
banquet hall.

2457 E. Judd St.
Burton, MI 48529

Phone: (810) 730-7138
www.windrider.com
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More Images from the 2022 Rebel Nationals:

The
infamous
“ducks”
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2022 Nationals –Special Awards

The Race
Committee
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13th—J. Miller & K. Schuchardt

9th— Jack & Jason Roe
12th—J. Labate & C. Labate

8th— B. Sellick &
N. Kowster

7th— Jeff &
Johnny Schuchardt

11th—J. Dykes

6th— Mary & Aaron Reif

5th— George &
Halleye McCarger
10th—B. Zimmer &
Jim C.
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3rd—K. Nickels & S. Middlebrook

4th—S. Wright & M. Brinn

2022 Fall Sailing Calendar -

September 10-11: Grand Rapids Yacht Club: Fall Invitational
740 Lakeside Dr
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
Contact: Mary Reif maryelainereif@gmail.com
September 17-18: Clark Lake Yacht Club: Fall Invitational
1860 Eagle Point Rd, Clarklake, MI 49234
Contact: Neil Robb neilerobb@gmail.com
September 24-25: Lake Fenton Sailing Club: Fall Invitational
2301 Sonora Dr. Fenton, MI 48430
Contact: Tim Nickels nickelstimothy@gmail.com
2nd— Keith &
Gabriela
Councell

Humo

2022 Rebel National
Champions:

Dave Nickels &
Karolina Carmona
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Vermont Sailing Partners

For Sale —

See website for additional details and pictures:
(http://www.rebelsailor.com/BoatPart.html)

YOUR Partner in Rebel Sailing
"Championship sails for YOUR Rebel that are proudly made in the USA"
Contact Bill Fastiggi ~ 802-655-7245 ~ Bill@vtsailing.com

Visit us on line at www.vtsailing.com
Vermont Sailing Partners ~ 150 West Canal Street ~ Winooski, VT 05404

Advertising Rates
Includes Internet Listing
Issues

1

2

3

4

$100.00 190.

270.

340.

Half Page

50.00

90.

135.

170.

1/4 Page

25.00

47.

67.5

85.

1/8 Page

15.00

28.

40.5

51.

Rebel For Sale—We intended to finish the boat a bit before putting it on the market, but are happy to see it go to a good home either way. Boat was owned by
family friends at the Jackson Clark Lake Yacht Club:
- Rigged for racing (I actually used to race against this boat)
- Needs new floors and lines
- Comes with an articulating trailer in solid shape
- Comes with four sets of sails ( Two are good, two are fair)
- $800/obo all in.
Tom Shaw Tom Shaw <tshawhome@gmail.com>
Posted Oct 24, 2021
Rebel #123—We bought the boat in 1951 directly from Ray Greene at the factory
on Byrne Road, Toledo. I started to restore the boat in 1992 so the fiberglass on
the deck has been removed along with all the mahogany trim and floorboards. Boat
has always been in dry storage. We are located on Devils Lake, Michigan. There is
no trailer. I can be reached at 419-722-3861 for further questions.
Phil Weisenbarger
Posted Aug 1, 2022

Cost
Full Page

I need to sell Minnie. Her number is #1562 a Ray Greene, mid 1950's, and not as rough as
many others I've seen purchased over the years. Her sails are perfect. The trailer is a
LONG. The mast had been kept indoors over the years, but she does need sanding and
paint. Floor boards are gone. Boat and trailer $750. Lori and Tom Ridington (Morgan's
kids)757-709-3426 Boat is still in Melfa VA. Chesapeake Bay area

Business Cards Ads for NRCA members will be
placed in four issues at a cost of $25.00. All Rebel boat
owners may advertise to sell their boats, boat parts, and
sails at no cost. Other items for sale by NRCA members
is $0.15 per word.
Advertisements are solicited for placement according to
the rates published in the Rabble. Ads for boats, parts,
and sails will be text only in the Rabble but photos are
welcome on the internet.
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To advertise…. Contact the Web-Skipper (see the Association Information
page). The website is update as needed, therefore your information will be
available almost immediately on the web and will be added later to the next
edition of the Rabble.
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REBEL RABBLE
Official publication of the
National Rebel Class Association 2022
Fleet Captains

Commodore Mary Reif

Fleet 2

(616) 745-6808 maryelainereif@gmail.com
Vice Commodore

George McCarger

Clark Lake, MI

Vacant
Fleet 7

Grand Rapids, MI

Keith Councell 901/647-6726
keithcouncell@yahoo.com

mccargariiipc@gmail.com

Rear Commodore Brent Nowak

Fleet 21

brent.nowak@mac.com

Greenwood Lake, NJ

Bill Selick
Bill.Selick@gmail.com

Secretary/Treasurer Scott Wright
swrugbyref@gmail.com

Fleet 23

Rebel Rabble Editor Kevin Nickels

Des Plaines, IL

Jim Quiniff
jquiniff@gmail.com

(248) 634-1242 k5centz@comcast.net
Immediate Past Commodore Kevin Nickels
(248) 634-1242 k5centz@comcast.net

Fleet ##

Lake Fenton, MI

Tim Nickels
nickelstimothy@gmail.com

One Year Directors
Bill Selick, Greenwood Lake
Tim Nickels, Lake Fenton
Web-Skipper: Neil Robb
nerobb@mtu.edu

Jay Topping, Lake Fenton

Two Year Directors
Tammy Cole, Grand Rapids
Gabriela Councell, Grand Rapids
Website: www.rebelsailor.com
Facebook Page: Rebel Sailors—Past and Present
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